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1. INTRODUCTION 
In finite dimensional optimization, existence of minimum (or maximum) points for certain types 
of functions is often trivial if f is a lower-bounded lower semicontinuous real valued function on a 
closed bounded set A. In the infinite dimensional case, minimum points need not exist, and one 
will settle for a theorem of this form: for some Lipschitz function a, having Lipschitz norm as small 
as one may wish, the perturbed function f + cr attains its minimum on A. Ekeland's variational 
principle [1] can be cast in this form. So can both the Brondsted-Rockafellar theorem [2], and 
the Bishop-Phelps theorem [3], which have the following consequence: supposing that f is a 
convex proper lower semicontinuous function which nearly attains its minimum on a Banach 
space E at a point x, then there exists a continuous linear functional x* of small norm such that 
f + x* attains its minimum. In these results, compactness was replaced by completeness and 
convexity. Results of this character have been obtained by Stegall [4] (see also [5]) (who replaces 
compactness by convexity and the Radon-Nikodym property) and by Ghoussoub and Maurey [6] 
(who look at a certain class of subsets of dual Banach spaces and replace compactness by weak* 
metrizability and by weak* compactness). The purpose of this note is to discuss convexification 
of nonconvex functions on any sets and to extend Stegall's result to nonconvex sets and to extend 
Ghoussoub-Maurey's result to general weak* closed bounded subsets of dual spaces of Gateanx 
differentiability spaces. 
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Next, we recall some definitions and theorems about convex sets with Radon-Nikodym property 
(RNP) that will be used in this sequel. 
DEFINITION 1. Let A be a nonempty subset of the Banach space E. I f  x* 7£ 0 and a > O, then 
the set 
S(A, z*, a) = {x e A; <x*, x> > aA(X*) -- a} 
is called the slice of A determined by x* and a (or, more briefly, a slice of A), where (7 A denotes 
the support functional of A. I rA  C E, and x 7~ 0 in E, then we say that S(A, x, a) - {x* E A, 
(x*,x> > aA(X) -- a} is a weak* slice of A. 
DEFINITION 2. We say that a nonempty subset A of E(E*) is (weak*) dentable provided it 
admits (weak*) slices of arbitrarily small diameter, that is, for every ~ > 0, there exist x* ~ 0 in 
E* (x 7£ 0 in E)  and a > 0 such that diam S(A, x*, a) < ¢ (diam S(A, x, a) < ¢). 
DEFINITION 3. A subset A of a Banach space E is said to have the Radon-Nikodym property 
(RNP) if  every nonempty bounded subset of A is dentable. 
DEFINITION 4. A point x in a dosed convex set C is said to be strongly exposed provided there 
exists x* ~ 0 such that x c S(x*, C, a) for every a > 0, and these slices have diameters converging 
to 0 as a tends to O. Equivalently, x is strongly exposed by x* if, for { Xn} C C, (x*, Xn) --+ ere(x*) 
implies [] xn - x [I --+ O. 
A functional which satisfies the definition above is called a strongly exposing functional, and 
is said to strongly expose x. 
DEFINITION 5. A point x E C is called exposed if there exist x* 7£ O, such that (x*, y) < <x*, x) = 
ac(x*)  for y 7 £ x in C and x* is said to expose x. 
DEFINITION 6. I f  C C E*, a point x* ~ C is said to be weak* strongly exposed (or weak* 
exposed) if  analogous properties hold, with the exposing functionals coming from E. 
THEOREM 1. [7, pp. 31,67] Let C be a nonempty dosed bounded convex subset o fF .  Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) C has the RNP. 
(ii) Every closed convex subset of C is dentable. 
(iii) Each dosed convex subset of C has the RNP. 
(iv) Each weakly closed bounded nonempty subset of C contains an extreme point of its closed 
convex hull. 
THEOREM 2. [5, p. 87] Suppose that C c E is a nonempty bounded closed convex set with RNP; 
then C is the closed convex hull of its strongly exposed points. Moreover, the functionals which 
strongly expose points of C constitute a dense G6 subset of E*. 
THEOREM 3. [7, p. 56] Assume that C is a weak* compact convex subset ofF*  and assume that 
every subset of C is weak* dentable. Then C is the weak* closed convex hull of its weak* strongly 
exposed points. Moreover, the functionals which weak* strongly expose points of C is a dense 
G~ set of E. 
THEOREM 4. [7, p. 74] Assume that C is a weak* compact convex set in E* for which the set of 
its extreme points is norm separable; then C has the RNP. 
THEOREM 5. [7, p. 91] I f  C C E is a weak* compact convex set then the following are equivalent: 
(i) C has the RNP. 
(ii) Each weak* compact convex subset of C is the weak* closed convex hull of its weak* 
strongly exposed points. 
(iii) Each bounded subset of C is weak* dentable. 
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In the following section, properties of convexification are discussed for nonconvex functions on 
any sets of topological linear spaces; Section 2 presents ome maximum and minimum principles 
for nonconvex functions defined on certain type of bounded sets of Banach spaces, which are ex- 
tensions of Stegall's and Fabian's results in [4,8]. In Section 3, it gives some variational principles 
in dual Banach spaces, which are generalizations of Ghoussoub and Maurey's results in [6]. 
2. CONVEXIF ICAT ION OF  NONCONVEX FUNCTIONS 
IN  TOPOLOGICAL  L INEAR SPACES 
Suppose that (E, T) is a topological linear space and suppose that D is a convex set of E. An 
extended real valued function f : D ~ [-oo, oc] is called convex, provided 
f(Ax + (1 - A)y) _< Af(x) + (1 - A) f(y), (2.1) 
for all x,y E D and 0 < ~ < 1; f is said to be concave if - f  is convex. We say that f is proper 
if f (x)  > -oo  for all x in D and the essential domain dom f - {x E D; f(x) < oo} ¢ ~. 
Assume that A is a nonempty set in E and that f is an extended real-valued function on A. 
We denote by 
(the epigraph of f)  E( f ) -{ (x , r )cExR;  r>f (x ) ;  xcA},  
(the hypograph of f)  H( f )  - {(x, r) E E x R; r </ (x ) ;  x E A}, and 
(the graph of f) G( I )E( f )  n H(I) .  
It is easy to see that f is convex (concave) if and only if E(f )  [H(f)] is a convex set in E x t7. On 
the other hand, for any nonempty convex set C in E x R, f(x) = inf{r; (x, r) C C} (sup{r; (x, r) 
C}) does determine a convex (concave) function. And we say that such a function f is inf- 
determined (sup-determined) by C. It is also easy to observe that if C is closed in E × R, then 
its inf-determined (sup-determined) function f is lower (upper) semicontinuous. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Suppose that f is an extended real valued function defined on a nonempty 
subset A of the space E. 
(i) A function on co(A)(8o~(A)), the (dosed) convex hull of A, denoted by C,~.(f)(On.(f)), 
is said to be the eonvexification (respectively, the lower-semicontinuous convexffication) 
of f provided it is the greatest (respectively, the greatest lower semieontinuous) convex 
function which is less then f on A. 
(ii) A function on co(A)(~o'(A)), denoted by Cn~(f)(O~e(f)) , is said to be the concavication 
(respectively, the upper-semieontinuous concavieation) of f provided it is the smallest 
(respectively, the smallest upper semicontinuous) concave function which is greater than f 
oi1 A. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that f is defined on A C E. Then 
(i) Cn,(f)(C,~(f))  is inf-determined by co(E(f))(~o~(E(f))); 
(ii) C~¢(f)(C~c(f)) is sup-determined by eo(H(f))(~o'(H(f))).  
PROOF. 
(i) We only show that this assertion is true for C'~(f) .  Since ~o'(E(f)) is closed, convex and 
containing E(f) ,  the function which is inf-determined by 8oT(E(f)) is convex, semicon- 
tinuous and less than f.  Thus, it is also less than C~( f ) .  On the other hand, since the 
epigraph of C '~(f )  is closed, convex and containing E(f) ,  it must contain ~o~(E(f)); that 
is, O~(f )  is less than the function Jar-determined by ~o'(E(f)). 
(ii) It suffices to verify that this conclusion holds for C/~c(f). Note that ~o'(H(f))  is closed, 
convex and containing H( f ) ;  we see that the function sup-determined by 8o'(H(f))  is 
concave, upper semicontinuous and greater than f on A, so that, it is greater than C~( f ) .  
The other direction is immediately shown by noting that H (C'¼~ (f)) contains eo'(H(f)) .  I 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that f is a real valued function defined on a nonempty set A in the 
space E. We have 
Cnv(f)(x)  -- inf Aif(xi); n E N, Ai = 1, Ai > O, xi c A and Aixi = x ; 
i~1 i=1 
z e co(A), (2.2) 
Cnc(f)(x) = sup Aif(xi); n E N, Ai = 1, Ai > 0, xi E A and Aixi = x ; 
i= l  i= l  
x e co(A). (2.3) 
PROOF. We only show (2.2). 
X n By Proposit ion 2.2 (i), C,~,,(f) is inf-determined by co(E(f)) .  Note ( , ~ i=1 Aif (x i ) )Eco(E(f ) )  
n n for all Ai > 0, x~ E A, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, satisfying ~ i=1 Ai = 1 and ~=1 A~x~ = x. We obtain that  
the function, denoted by h, defined by the right-hand side of (2.2) is greater than Cnv(f). On 
the other hand, since the function h is less than f on A, it remains to show it is convex on co(A). 
Suppose that  x, y E co(A), 0 < A < 1, if either of the two values of h at the two points (say, h(x)) 
is - c¢ .  Let `c_(n)lm, `cA(n)~m~ R+ m~ A~n) t~i ~i=1 C A and let C with = ~-~i=1 1 for n 1, 2, . such that  t i J i= l  = . .  
rnn . (n )  (n) 
Y~i=l "~i xi = x, and such that  
mn 
l im EA~n) f (x~ n)) = h(x) =-oc .  
Tt *~OO 
i=1 
Choose any Yi E A, #i >_ 0 for i = 1, 2,. . . ,  m with ~i=lm #i = 1 and Ei=lm #iYi = Y; then 
h(Ax+(1-A)y )= in f  AJ (z i ) ;  Ai_>O, z iEA  with 
o o } 
= Ax+(1-a)y ,  nEW 
i=1  i=1 
) < l im A (~) n) ( l -A )  
= -c¢  < Ah(x) + (1 - )Oh(y), 
in case both h(x) and h(y) are greater than -c¢ .  Note h(x), h(y) < c¢. By definition of h, for 
ng m~ .cA. 1rig n 9 any e > 0, there exist {xi}i=l {Yi}i=l in A and R + no {#i}i=l in with Ei=I AiXi X, 
?T~g 
~-]~=1/~iYi = Y and with  En~i /~ i  : 1 : Ejm=~l ~ j  such  that  
~%g r~g 
h(x) > and h(y) 
i= l  i=1 
Thus 
TLg ~'bg 
Ah(x) + (1 - )Oh(y) + e > E AAif(xi) + E(1  _ A)#jf(y j )  > h(Ax + (1 - A)y). 
i=1  j= l  
The arbitrariness of e implies that  Ah(x) + (1 - A)h(y) > h(Ax + (1 - A)y), which completes the 
proof. I 
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PROPOSITION 2.4. Let f be a real valued function defined on a nonempty set A of E. Then 
C~v(f)(x) = inf {a; a = liml infCn~(f)(xz), 
whenever {x/} is a net in A converging to x} ; x E ~o'(A); 
(2.4) 
¢~c(f)(x) = sup {a; a = lim l sup C~(f) (z l ) ,  
whenever {xl} is a net in A converging to x} ; x E aoT(A). 
(2.5) 
PROOF. It suffices to show (2.4). Suppose that the function h is defined by the right-hand 
side of (2.4). Since C~( f )  _< C~,(f) on co(A) and since Cn , ( f  ) is lower semicontinuous on 
~-dT(A), one must have C,~v(f) <- h on ~o~(A). Note E(C,~v(f) ) = cU(E(Cn~(f))); that is, for 
each (x,r)  E (~o'-(A) x R) n E(C,~.(I)), there exists a net {(xz,rz)} in E(Cn.(f) )  such that 
(xz, rl) --* (x, r). So our proof is complete by noting rt >_ Cnv(f)(xz). | 
If we write T = C~,(.), S = C~(.) ,  we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose that f and g are two real valued functions on a nonempty set A C E. 
Then 
(i) T( f  + g) >_ T( f )  + T(g), S ( f  + g) < S(f)  + S(g); 
(ii) T(Af)  = AT(f), S(;~f) = AS(f) for ~ > 0. 
3. ON MAXIMUM AND MIN IMUM PR INCIPLES  
In this section, the letter E will denote a Banach space and E* its dual. T denotes the norm 
topology and we simply write go, Cnv, . . . ,  for ~o T, C~v, . . . ,  C. Stegall [4] has shown that if f 
is a real-valued upper semicontinous function defined on a nonempty closed set C(C E) which 
has the RNP, and which is bounded above on C, then for any : > 0, there exists x* in E* 
with IIx*ll < : such that f + x* attains its strong maximum on C. We will generalize Stegall's 
maximum principle to any nonempty closed subset of C, and, as its consequence, we will also 
give a strong minimum principle. 
To begin with, we need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that C is a closed convex set with the RNP and that A is a closed subset 
of C satisfying -ffS(A) = C. Then all the strongly exposed points of C are contained in A. 
PROOF. Assume that a point x in A is strongly exposed by x* ~ 0 in E*. Suppose that f (u).m~ tx~ h=:  
and t"if~(n)Ji=:~m~ for n = 1, 2, . . .  are sequences in A and in R +, respectively, with ~=:m~ (n) = 1 such 
that ~ Ai'(n)xi(n) --~ x (as n ~ c~); then (x*, ~i=:rn.~ ) i(n)-(n)\xi ] ~- ~i=lm'* )kln)(x. xi-(n)\] --~ (X*, X} ~- 
at(x*) .  Hence, there exists a subsequence of {(x*, x~n)); i = 1, . . .  ,ran, n = 1, 2 , . . .  }, denoted 
by (x*,z (n)\ tending to (x*,x}. Further, we have z (~) x* ks /, k  ~ x since is strongly exposing x and 
since {z(~ ) } is in A. Closeness of A implies x E A. I 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that D is a dosed convex set in E, which has the RNP; then any dosed 
convex set C in D x R again has the RNP. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, by definition, we assume that C is bounded. 
By Theorem 1 (iv) in Section 1, we need only show that each nonempty closed convex subset 
of C contains an extreme point of its convex hull. Suppose that A is a closed subset of C, and 
suppose K = {x; (x, r) E ~5(A) A C}; then K is a closed convex subset contained by D. Noting 
that K = :5{x; (x, r) E A} has the RNP, and that P(A) =- {z; (x, r) E A} is closed, P(A) must 
contain an extreme point of K,  which we denote by x0. Let r0 --- max(r;  (x0, r) E A}. Now we 
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will show that (xo,ro) is an extreme point of ~bA. Suppose that there exist (xl, rl), (x2,r2) in 
~-5(A) and 0 < A < 1 such that 
A(xi ,r l )  + (1 - A)(x2,r2) = (Axl + (1 - A)x2, Xrl + (1 - X)r2) = (xo,ro). 
Note that Xl,X2 E K. We have Xl = x2 = x0, and further, we have rl,r2 < ro. This says that 
rl = r2 -- r0, which completes our proof. II 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that A is any nonempty closed bounded subset of a dosed convex set 
C C E and that C has the RNP. Suppose that f is a upper semicontinuous real valued function 
defined on A which is bounded above. Then, for any e > O, there exists x* E E* with IIx*ll < s 
such that f + x* attains its strong maximum on A; that is, there exists xo in A such that for any 
sequence {xn} in A, ( f  + x*)(xn) --* suPA(f + x*) implies xn ---* Xo. 
PROOF. In the case that f is a constant on A, since C has the RNP, ~(A)  does have the RNP. 
Thus, ~(A)  is the closed convex hull of its strongly exposed points, and functionals which strongly 
expose points of ~-5(A) form a dense G6 set of E*. Choose any strongly exposing functional x* 
with ]lx*]] < e; by Lemma 3.1, it must strongly expose some point x0 of A. It is easy to observe 
that f + x* attains its strong maximum at x0. 
In the case that f is not a constant on A, let M = sup{f(x); x e A} -= suPA f < oo. Without 
loss of generality we assume that for any # > 0, {x E A; f (x)  > M - #} is not a singleton. 
Choose 7 e R with M - 7 > 25 for some fixed ¢ > 500. We define f : A --* R by 
f (x)  i f / (x )  >_% 
f (x)  = 7 otherwise. 
Clearly, f is upper semicontinous and bounded on A, so that E(g~v(f ) )  N H(C=c(f)) = S is 
a nonempty, closed, bounded, convex set in ~-5(A) × R. By Lemma 3.2, S has the RNP and 
furthermore, it is the closed convex hull of its strongly exposed points, and functionals which 
strongly exposed points of S are dense in E* × R. We claim that all strongly exposed points 
(or, more general, all extreme points) of S are in G(Cnv(])) U G(C,~c(/)). In fact, supposing 
that (x,r) • E x R is an extreme point of S with x • ~--5(A) and Cnv(f)(x) < r < Cnc(f)(x), 
choose any 5' with 0 < 5' < min{r - Cn,(f)(x),  C~c(f)(x) - r}, then (x,r  + 5') • S and 
(1/2)[(x, r + 5') + (x, r - 5')] = (z, r), a contradiction. Note, that if x* is a (strongly) exposing 
functional then Ax* is again an (a strongly) exposing functional for all A > 0 and (strongly) 
exposing the same point with x*. We can choose a strongly exposing functional (x*, 1) in E* x R 
with [Ix*If < 5 < ¢ and suPA [[z*[[ < 5/2, which strongly expose some point (xo,ro) of S. 
Thus, (x*, Xo) +ro > (x*, x) + r for all (x, r) ~ (Xo, ro) in S and for any sequence {(xm r~)} in S, 
(x*, xn>+rn --~ (x*, Xo)+ro implies (xn, rn) --* (x, r). We can easily observe that ro = Cnc(f)(xo). 
In particular, Cue(f) + x* attains its strong maximum at xo. 
Noting that Cue(i) >_ f >_ f ,  it remains to show that Cnc(f)(xo) = f(xo). 
By Proposition 2.4, there exists a sequence {xn} in co A converging to xo such that Cnc(f)(xo) 
-- limn--,oo Cnc(f)(x=). For each such Xn by Proposition 2.3, choose txi ]i=1 in A and t-'~ Ji=l 
mn ~n) in R + with )-~'~i=l = 1 such that 
m~ ,(n) (~) (i) X= ~i=l  and A i X i , 
(ii) Cnc(f)(xn) - ( l /n)  < Em=~ A}n) f (x l  n)) < Cnc(f)(zn). 
Note 
as(x*, 1) = ((x*, 1), (xo, Cnc (f-) (xo))) [ mo ( ) 
=(x* ,xo)+On~( f - ) (Xo)= l im (x* ,x~>+ZA~n) f  x~ "~) 
i=1  
mn 
= lim ~--'AI ") f /x*  x!n)\ + f (x}~)) )  
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and note that  (x*, x~n)}+f(xl  n)) <_ as(x*, 1) for n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  and i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  ran. There must be 
somesubsequenceof{(x* ,  (n) - (n) . , k,, } ( kn )}  i }+f (x  i ) ,n=1,2 , . . . , i=1 ,2 , . . .  mn}say,{(x* ,z  (n) +f  z ( ) 
converging to as(x*, 1). Therefore, {(z(n ), f (z~:)))} in G(f) converges to (x0, Cnc(f)(Xo)). Since 
f is upper semicontinous on A, we have f(xo) >_ limn-+oo f(z~: )) ~- Cnc(f)(Xo), and thus f(xo) = 
Cnc(f)(xo). Next, we claim that  f(xo) = f(xo). Otherwise, we have ](xo) = 7 > f(xo). 
f(xo) + (x*, xo} = 7 + (x*, x0) _< 7 + 6 _< M - 6 <_ - (6 /2 )  + f (x)  (whenever f (x)  >_ M - (6/2) 
<_ f (x)  +(x*, x}, this is a contradiction). I 
COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose that  f is a real valued function defined on a nonempty bounded closed 
subset A of C which is lower semicontinuous and lower bounded and that  C is closed convex and 
with the RNP; then, for any ~ > 0, there exist x* in E* with [Ix* [I < c such that f + x* attains 
a strong minimum on A. 
The following theorem, which is an extension of a strong min imum principle due to Fabian [8], 
also contains a corollary of Theorem 3.3. It substitutes "~-d(domf) has the RNP" for "the whole 
space E has the RNP." 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that  f is an extended real valued proper function defined on the Banach 
space E, which is lower semicontinuous on E, and for which there exist a > 0 and b E R such 
that 
f (x)  >_ allxll + b, x • E.  
Suppose the closed convex hub -d-5(dom(f)) of its essential domain dora(f) has the RNP. Then 
for any e > 0, there exists x* • E* such [[x*ll < e and f + x* attains a strong minimum on the 
whole space E.  
PROOF. Without  loss of generality, we can assume that  0 • dom( f )  and b = 0. Let r = 
(2/a)[f(O) + 1] and define f on B(0, r )A  c ldom(f )  - S by 
f (x)  = { f(x),  if f (x)  <_ f(O) + 1; 
f(0) + 1, otherwise, 
where B(0, r) denotes the ball centered at 0 with radius r. Then f is real valued, lower 
semicontinuous and bounded on S. By Corollary 3.4, for any e > 0, there exists x* in E* 
with I[x*l[ < min{e,a/2} and sups[x* [ < 1 such that  f+  x* on S attains a strong min- 
imum at a point x0 • S. Clearly, f(xo) = f(x0); otherwise, we have f(xo) + (x*,xo} = 
f(O) + 1 + (x*,xo) = f(O) + 1 + {x*,xo) > f(0) = ( f+  x*)(0), a contradiction. We can also 
obtain that  ( f  + x*) on B(O,r) attains a strong min imum at x0, since f (x)  > f (x)  in S and 
f (x)  = oo if x • B(0, r) \ S. It  remains to show that  ( f  + x*)(xo) is a strong min imum for f + x* 
in E.  If x • E such that  f (x)  + (x*,x} <_ f(xo) + {x*,xo} = infB(0,r)(f + x*) < f(0),  note that  
f (x )  + (x* ,x)  > allxll - (al2)llxll >_ (a/2)l[xll, and we have Ilxll -< (2/a)f(O) < r, so that  x = x0; 
in the same way, if {Xn} C E and ( f  + x*)(xn) -~ (f  + x*)(xo), then f(xn) + (x*,xn} < f(O) + 1 
for all sufficiently large n. Again by f(Xn)+ (x*, Xn) >_ (a/2)I lxn II, we obtain that  Xn is eventual ly 
in B(0, r). Hence x,~ --~ x0. | 
4. M IN IMUM PR INCIPLES  IN DUAL SPACES 
As in Section 3, E denotes a Banach space and E* its dual. First, we give a strong max imum 
principle in the dual E*. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that A is a weak* closed nonempty bounded subset orE* whose weak* 
closed convex hub has the RNP, that  f is a real valued weak* upper semicontinuous function 
which is bounded above on A. Then for any e > 0, there exists x • E with [Ix H < e such that  
f + x atta ins a strong maximum on A. 
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PROOF. Since c--6~'A (for the weak* closed convex hull of A) has the RNP, by Theorem 5 (in 
Section 1), it is the weak* closed convex hull of its weak* strongly exposed points. Theorems 3
and 5 in Section 1 imply that functionals in E which weak* strongly exposing points of ~-~w* A is 
a dense G6 subset of E. Since A is weak* closed by a conclusion which is much like Lemma 3.1, 
we obtain that weak* strongly exposed points of ~"  (A) are in A. 
Now we complete our proof by repeating the proof of Theorem 3.3; of course, we replace ~(A) ,  
strongly exposed points, strongly exposing functionals, upper semicontinuity, closeness and x* 
by, successively, ~-6 ~" (A), weak* strongly exposed points, weak* strongly exposing functionals, 
weak* upper semicontinuity, weak* closeness and x. | 
COROLLARY 4.2. With A as in Theorem 4.1, suppose that f is a read valued lower bounded and 
weak* lower semicontinuous function on A; then, for any e > O, there exists x in E with I[x][ < 
such that f + x attains a strong minimum on A. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose that A is a weak* closed bounded set in the dual E* of an Asplund 
space E, that f is a weak* lower (upper) sere|continuous real function which is bounded below 
(above) on A. Then for any e > 0 there exists x 6 E with Ilxl[ < e such that f + x attains a 
strong minimum (maximum) on A. 
PROOF. We need only note that E is an Asplund space if and only if E* has the RNP. | 
COROLLARY 4.4. Supposing that A is a weak* dosed bounded set in E*, whose weak* dosed 
convex huff is norm separable, with f as in Corollary 4.3, then for any e > 0, there exists x in E 
with Ilxl[ < ~ such that f + x attains a strong minimum (maximum) on A. 
PROOF. By Theorem 4, c--ff ~* (A) has the RNP. | 
REMARK 4.5. Ghoussoub and Manrey [6] have, in addition, shown Corollary 4.4 if the comple- 
ment of A in its weak* closed convex hull is the union of a sequence {Kn} of weak* compact 
convex sets, each of which has positive distance from A. 
A Banach space E is said to be a GDS provided every continuous convex function on it 
is densely Gateaux different|able. Many Banach spaces, for instance, separable spaces, WCG, 
spaces of class (S), weak Asplund spaces and smoothable Banach spaces, are GDS. 
A permanence property, which was due to Larman and Phelps [9] (see also [5]), is that a 
Banach space E is a GDS if and only if each weak* closed convex bounded subset of E is the 
weak* closed convex hull of its weak* exposed points. Moreover, we can show the following. 
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose that C is a nonempty weak* closed bounded convex set in the dual E* of 
a GDS E. Then 
(i) C is the weak* closed convex hull of its weak* exposed points. 
(ii) Funetionals which weak* expose points of C are dense in E. 
PROOF. We only show (ii). 
Without loss of generality we assume that 0 E C. Let p(x) = sup{(x*,x>; x* E C}; then 
it is a continuous ublinear functional on C. Let D(p) = {x* E E*; (x*,x I <_ p(x) for all 
x 6 E}; then D(p) is a bounded weak* closed convex set in E* and containing C. We claim that 
D(p) = C; otherwise, supposing x* 6 D(p) \ C, since C is weak* closed and convex, we have 
c -~ ' (CU{x*})  = ~'6(CU{x*}) = co(C0{x*}),  x* is a weak* exposed point of ~-6'~*(CU{x*}) 
since c-~* (C [3{x*}) is the weak* closed convex hull of its weak* exposed points. Let x (# 0) in E 
weak* expose x*, so that (x*,x) > (y*,x) for all y* 6 ~-6~" (CU{x*}) with y* # x*; in particular, 
{x*,x} > sup{(y*,x}; y* e C} = p(x) since C is weak* closed convex, a contradiction. Now we 
have shown C = D(p). Since p is densely Gateaux different|able in E and since p is Gateaux 
different|able at a point x if and only if there exists x* in D(p)(= C) which is weak* exposed 
by x (see, [5, p. 94)]), the proof is finished. | 
LEMMA 4.7. Suppose that A is a weak* closed bounded subset of E and that C = -c-6 w* (A). 
Then M1 weak* exposed points of C are contained in A. 
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PROOF. Let x* be any weak* exposed point of C and let x (¢  0) in E weak* expose x*; then 
(x*,x> > (y*, x), for all y* ¢ x* in C. 
rn, -(z) (5 where Since x* is a weak* limit of some net {x~) in co(A), we can assume that x~ -- ~ i= l  "~i xi , 
mz C N, .~I l) > 0 with N'mt  .~(1) : I and xl l) - z.~i=l i E A. So we have 
m( ±l I / ' <x*,x>--li At )x l ) ,x  ----li z i <x , 
\ i=1  / i=1  
Since A~ l) >_ 0, z-.,i=lx-'m' A(l)i = 1 and since <x; (~), x) <_ (x*, x}, there must be some subnet {yk~ t)} of 
the net {x: (t), i = 1, 2 , . . .  ,ml} such that (yE} l), x} -~ (x*, x}. Weak* compactness of A implies 
yklZ) w_~ x* E A, So the lemma is established. 1 
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose that f is a real valued lower bounded weak* lower semicontinuous 
function defined on a weak* closed bounded set of the dual E* of a GDS E. Then, for any ~ > 0, 
there exists x E E with IIxH < e such that f + x attains a strict minimum on A. 
PROOF. In the case that f is a constant on A, by Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.6, since E is a GDS, 
for any ~ > 0, we can choose x0 in E with IIx011 < ¢ such that the functional x0 weak* exposes 
some point x~ in A. Let x = -x0;  then f + x attains a strict minimum on A. 
In the case that  f is not a constant on A, without loss of generality, we assume that, for any 
, > 0, {x* e A; f(x*) < m + #} is not a singleton, where m = inf{f(x*);  x* • A} > -oo .  
Choose 3/•  R such that 3' - m > 25 for some 6 > 0 and define ] : A ~ R by 
f (x )= { f(x)  if f (x) <_ ~, 
7 otherwise. 
Clearly, f is weak* lower semicontinuous and bounded on A, so that  S=E{C~ (f ) )  N H(C~c ( f ) )  
is a nonempty weak* closed bounded convex set in E* x R. Since E is a GDS if and only 
if E x R is a GDS (2), S is the weak* closed convex hull of its weak* exposed points, and, 
by Lemma 4.6, functionals which weak* expose points of S are dense in E x R. Note that  a 
weak* exposed point is an extreme point; we obtain that all weak* exposed points of S are in 
G - G(C~v( f ) )UG(C~c( f ) ) .  Choose any weak* exposing functional ( -x , -1 )  in E x R with 
Ilxll < ¢, sup A Ixl < 6/2 and let (x~),r0) in G be the weak* exposed point by ( -x , -1 ) .  Then 
<(-x, -1), (x;, to)> > <(-x, -1), (x*, r)>, 
for all (x*, r) ¢ (x~, r0) in S; that  is, 
<x; , -x> - r0  > <x*,-x> - r  for (x*, r) • S, (x*, r) ~ (x;, r0). 
We can easily observe that r0 = C#v(f)(x;) ,  so that C#~ (f)  + x attains a strict minimum at 
x;  • c--~* (d).  
It suffices to show that  x~ • A and ro = f(x~). 
By Proposit ion 2.4, there exists a net {x~'} in co(A) weak* converging to x~ such that liml C~, 
( f )  (x~') -= C'~v(f)(x0 ) -- to. Thus, (z~,-x> - Cn,(f)(z~) --~ as ( -x , -1 ) .  Suppose that 
*(Z)~m, R+ m, (5 . ~-.,~ ~,(l) .(l) xi h=l  are in A and {)~I z) m, }~=1 in with ~'~=1 Ai = 1 and x t = L i= l " i  xi such that 
<X~, --X> - -  Cnv( f ) ( z~)  : (Z~, --X> -- Ei=lrrtt )~ll) f(x~ (5) + a(l) where limt a(1) = 0. So we have 
[ )] = r0)> = liI  - i 
i=1 
ml 
i= l  
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Since ~A~ l) = 1 and since (x~ (0, -x>-  f (x~ (I)) < as( -x , -1 ) ,  there must be a subnet {z;~ l)} 
, *(l) -x )  - f (z ;}  l)) ---* as ( -x , -1 )  = (x ; , -x> - r0. Since of {x~ (0, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m l}  such that  izk, , 
, .(1) 7, .( l ) , ,  (x~, r0) is weak* exposed by ( -x , -1 )  and since (xk~ , i(zkz )) is in S, combining weak* corn- 
.(1) ; ,  . ( l ) , ,  
pactness of S together  we see that  lzk~ , j(zkz )) (x~, ro). Weak* compactness implies that  
x~ E A and weak* lower semicont inuity of f explains that  ro > f(x~),  and further we have 
- -W --  * * C~, ( f ) (xo)  = f(x~)). This says that  f+  x atta ins a strict min imum on A at x 0. 
I t  remains to show that  f (x~) = f (x~).  Suppose, to the contrary, that  f (x~)  = ~ < f (x~).  
Then 
6 
] (x ; )+(x ; ,x i=7+(x ; ,x )  >7- -~ >_ f (x* )+~ (whenever f (x*)  < 7 -5)  
> f (z* )  + (x*,x) = f (x*)  + (x*,x>; 
this is a contradict ion.  | 
COROLLARY 4.9. Suppose that  A is a weak* dosed bounded set with int A ~ • in dual space E* 
whose weak* dosed convex hull is weak* metrizable. Suppose that f is a weak* lower semicon- 
t inuous 10wer bounded real valued function defined on A. Then, for any ~ > 0, there exists x ~ 0 
in E with Ilxll < ~ such that f + x attains a strict min imum on A. 
PROOF. I t  is an easy consequence of Theorem 4.8. | 
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